I. Introduction
Bourgeois economists seem to derive a certain pleasure from the idea that Marxian economics has received a fatal blow by a revolution, the Marginalist Revolution in economics. We shall first emphasize that the Marginalist Revolution is very much in support of the Theory of Historical Materialism, which understands the development of human society and science as phases which succeed each other in revolutionary ways. We may therefore see the general agreement of economists on the revolutionary character of the change from Classical economics to Modern economics as a strong support for the Theory of Historical Materialism, the primary achievement of Marx and Engels.
We shall see in the development of the argument in this paper that conspiracy also in this revolution played a role and that the bourgeois presentation of it is totally distorted as the introduction of marginal reasoning has not replaced the labour theory of value but on the contrary has improved it very much 1 . Although one must admit that Marxists were indeed for some time incapable to appreciate the marginal reasoning properly there were developments in the USSR who had overcome this as is most notable seen in the works of Leonid Kantorovich.
If there was a Marginalist Revolution than Hermann Heinrich Gossen (1810 Gossen ( -1858 1 The marginal concept of labour value is analogous to the concept of marginal cost; it is the reciprocal of the marginal productivity of labour. 2 The following remark of one of his examiners is only one indication that Prussian authorities were indeed hostile towards Gossen for political reasons: "I can regard the last half [of the paper, dealing with the nationalization plan] only as the outgrowth of an unbridled fantasy, an empty daydreaming, and therefore I must conclude that the author is completely unqualified for civil service in a government board. In any case, I cannot consider the paper as sufficient, but rather as quite objectionable." (Georgescu-Roegen, 1983 , p. cxxiv).
Sohn; 1854 -developed with the aid of very simple graphical means a whole system of analysis allowing to determine the optimal conduct of man in order to achieve the maximum of pleasure in as was the objective of his successors but on the contrary, by taking into account both sides of the coin, marginal utility and marginal labour or pain, he tried to devise an economic policy on the basis of the principle 'To each according to his work', a goal never called by its name but underlying all his proposals 4 , in particular his demand for the abolishment of privileges and for the nationalization of land, a theme which remains at the top of economic policy agendas up to the present day in the form of the socialisation of natural resources. It is obvious that Gossen was considered by the state officials as dangerous for the Prussian state which may be the main reason why his work was not referred to until Jevons and Walras recognized Gossen's importance publicly not without selfish interests 5 .
We are in this paper not concerned with Gossen's economic policy proposals 6 nor with his clearly idealistic general social philosophical outlook. In fact, he appears as a sort of a Moses of the economists presenting to the profession the commandments of the Creator. On the other hand Gossen is clearly a materialist. For him, pleasure and pain are results of human activities which are nothing else but movements. Gossen regards even the acts of speaking or breathing as a form of movement. This aspect of pre-marxist materialism, without referring directly to Gossen, is well criticised in the chapter "Matter and Its Forms of Existence" in "Grundlagen der marxistischleninistischen Philosophie (Akademie der Wissenschaften der UdSSR and Ministerium für Hochund Fachschulwesen der UdSSR, 1972, p. 60 ff.):
"The pre-Marxist materialists, i. e. the French materialists of the 18. century defended the proposition of the unalienable connection of matter and movement, movement being the most important property of matter, its form of existence. All appearances were regarded as being subject to natural and unchangeable laws. The materialist philosophers of the past hold the point of view of the absolute perceptibility of matter, of the ability of man to comprehend its properties and laws whatever complicated and unusual they might be.
All these principles of the materialist view of the world were taken over by the dialectical materialism and modern natural science ...
The atoms were regarded as the original and indestructible component elements of the world which only merge or divide, change their position in space and by this create the whole qualitative multitude of the appearances of the world. In this way the idea of the unchanging nature of the atoms was identified with the idea of matter as the substantial fundamental of the world as well as the philosophical principal of the preservation of matter with the principal of the indestructibility of atoms. ... From this was inferred, if one could succeed to break down the object to be analysed (body) into its atoms, to determine their position and velocity and to specify their movement in an equation, it would be possible to comprehend any possible phenomenon, even the properties of our consciousness and of the social processes." (p. 69-70 translated by the editor).
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In view of these comments Gossen's Theory of Pleasure can be seen as a pre-Marxian study in materialism with a clearly idealistic deist foundation. 8 We limit our discussion to the core of his theory, his Fundamental Theorem, in order to present the first scientific proof of the labour theory of value based on the utility maximization of the economic agent.
Gossen's basic axiom of analysis is, human life is characterized by its time consuming activities which are movements and yield pleasures or pains of various intensities. Gossen takes it as a natural law that an enjoyment, because it is necessarily a movement, yields less and less pleasure over time up to the satiation point where it does not yield any pleasure at all. This is known as Gossen's First
Law. (Wieser, 1893, p. 8 ).
[ (Konstantinov, 1982, p. 22 ff.) 8 He introduces his theory by presenting the imperative of the Creator: "Man! Explore the laws of My creation and act in accordance with these laws!" (Gossen, 1983, p. 6) ; in German: "Mensch! Erforsche die Gesetze meiner Schöpfung, und diesen Gesetzen gemäß handle!" (Gossen, 1854, p. 4 (Gossen, 1854, p. 4, 5) . In the context of the wine bars of Heidelberg this is when you find yourself under the table. I leave it to the Reader to apply Gossen's other theorems to the conditions of student life in Heidelberg.
In modern theory we would deduce diminishing marginal utility as a consequence of an unlimited number of concurring wants and a limited amount of (life-)time so that the satisfaction of one particular want becomes more and more expensive, in terms of the other not fulfilled wants, the longer it takes. Whereas Gossen's activity analysis is of a subjective, physiological type, modern analysis is based on objective opportunity costs. This point needs to be emphasized as it is at the core of the development of economic theory away from psychological or physiological reasoning to an objective materialistic analysis. But obviously it is not always appropriate to ignore psychological, physiological or ergonomic aspects in the analysis of economic processes in particular in applied economic studies and certainly not in studies of the working or consumption processes.
II. The Fundamental Theorem of the Theory of Pleasure
The first author who has quoted the Fundamental Theorem in the context of the discussion on the labour theory of value was Tugan-Baranovsky in his "Theoretical Foundations of Marxism" (Tugan-Baranowsky, 1905, p. 158 (Hayek, 1927) , but also
Recktenwald and Krelle (1987; 1988) , don't mention this theorem at all and refer only to the so called (Gossen, 1854, p. 93, 94 , see below) is not even emphasized in 14 Bourgeois economists since Jevons always speak of marginal productivity of labour instead as "labour value" is considered a "dangerous" concept. This point has also escaped Georgescu-Roegen when he wonders about the banning of the Fundamental Theorem 10 The translation differs from (Gossen, 1983) to emphasize the labour theoretical meaning. Hayek (1927) and Krelle (1988) express their admiration towards Gossen and at the same time suppress Gossen's labour theory of value and his basic goal: "To Each According to His Work (Pain)". 13 Nicholas Georgescu-Roegen's remark in his very stimulating but controversial introduction to the English translation of Gossen's work on the non-italicizing of the Fundamental Theorem (Gossen, 1983, p. xcvii) is not correct. Apparently he was confusing it with the non-italicizing of Gossen's Second Law. 14 An exception from this rule is John Bates Clark (for example (Clark, 1896 ) but his reasoning is not formulated in mathematical terms and somewhat contradictory.
(Georgescu-Roegen, 1983, p. xcvii).
The basic idea of the Fundamental Theorem is that a maximum of utility can be derived from the consumption of a good when one produces just so much of the good that the marginal pain or marginal labour is just equal to the marginal utility derived from its consumption. Relative prices are equal to relative marginal utilities and these are equal to the ratio of marginal labour values. So in the optimum relative prices are equal to relative marginal labour values which is the labour theory of value.
III. A Mathematical Presentation of Gossen's Theory of Pleasure
We present Gossen's Theory of Pleasure in modern terminology as a mathematical analyses of the optimal allocation of time to the activities of consumption and production of an individual, say
Robinson Crusoe. Wilhelm Krelle (1987; 1988) 15 has developed a mathematical presentation of Gossen's system but fails to present its central feature properly: Gossen's labour theory of value. In fact, no one speaks of Gossen's labour theory of value 16 or if there is a discussion it is how to understand Gossen's concept of pain ('Beschwerde') in a physiological or ergonomic sense and the supply of labour power. Strange enough, the ergonomists do not care about Gossen. Even
Georgescu-Roegen (1983) does not develop the labour theory of value in Gossen although at least he presents an analysis of Gossen's Fundamental Theorem (Georgescu-Roegen, 1983, p. xcv-cv) 17 .
15 Both texts are almost identical. 16 An exception is Kurz (2009) but see footnote 28. 17 G-R's analysis is very interesting but not always correct. For example his equation (13) can only be calculated after one has established the optimal solution (without time constraint) already. Also G-R's statement "the new economic theory, first crystallized by him [Gossen] , adopted a purely psychological basis." (Gossen, 1983, p. xxi) is not quite correct neither as we shall see below by introducing the time constraint. But it is not the objective of this article to discuss the literature on Gossen but to present his labour theory of value and G-R has not done this properly. If he had done so he might have been awarded the Nobel Prize as he had hoped for.
Due to the fact that Gossen uses linear marginal functions of pleasure, utility and pain his system can be represented rather easily and this is also why Gossen had chosen these forms, not because he believed them to be realistic, but to simplify analysis, a common feature of modern economics.
Robinson, living on his island, tries to optimize pleasure in life. There are different enjoyments which take time and the problem is, how much time to spend for the various enjoyments.
Georgescu-Roegen points out that time is the ultimate scarce resource and even in Paradise there is an economic problem: Gossen's problem of deciding how long one should enjoy a particular pleasure in order to maximize life's pleasure. Only if one lives forever in a Paradise there is no economic problem. This particular observation is very nice indeed for economics as a profession as there is always a future for economists which defies Sir Roy Harrod's position that the economic problems would be overcome one day.
Gossen observes that the marginal pleasure of one particular enjoyment diminishes with time, because it is a movement and therefore necessarily leads to fatigue, and he assumes that the marginal pleasure function 18 is a straight downward sloping line with a satiation point. It relates marginal pleasure to the time of enjoyment.
Usually the enjoyment activities involve some use of goods. We simplify and relate one good to one enjoyment. Another simplifying assumption is that the amount of the good used up per time, remains constant over the enjoyment. The marginal utility function relates marginal pleasure to the quantity of the good consumed.
In an analogous manner the production of the good takes time and follows similar rules. As also production is understood as a movement, it first yields pleasure but less and less up to the satiation point. But now it may be necessary to continue the working process in order to produce a sufficient quantity of the good and so Robinson accepts some pain to achieve his plan. Here again we speak of a marginal pain function relating marginal pain to time and of a marginal labour function when marginal pain is related to the quantity of the good produced.
From this we get already 8 types of functions: the pleasure function, the utility function the pain function, and the labour function and their marginal counterparts. In addition we need a consumption function as well as a production function to explain the Theory of Pleasure.
We start with the marginal pleasure functions as straight lines. There are i enjoyments consuming i goods. They give the marginal pleasure functions (G from German 'Genuß')
Integration (omitting the integration constants) yields the pleasure functions
We introduce the goods via consumption functions with a constant Q/t ratio. Here the quantity of a good consumed, Q, is a function of time, t. The marginal consumption of the good with respect to time is assumed to be constant.
Substituting time in the pleasure functions (2) by the inverses of the consumption functions t= 1 c i Q i we get the utility functions
We replace the constant parameters by new terms
and the utility functions become
Differentiation yields the marginal utility functions
In an analogous manner we define the functions for the working process.
The marginal pain functions are
Integration (omitting the integration constants) yields the pain functions
We introduce now the production functions. This is a central point in our analysis. Gossen does not know the concept of a production function. And here again he chooses simplicity, that is a constant ratio of output of the good to labour time. We would speak of a constant marginal productivity of labour, or its reciprocal, constant marginal labour values. It is exactly here where Krelle (1988, p. 29) does his faux pas: in order to hide the concept of marginal labour value he imposes upon Gossen a Leontief-type production function. It is true, a Leontief function fits also to Gossen's model but it is only one special case (
; the general case -we are discussing here in the context of the Marginalist Revolution -is to assume production at constant returns to scale and a constant marginal productivity of labour, which results also in a constant output-labour time ratio. This more general method to define a constant output-labour time ratio allows for marginal analysis properly. We define labour value as the reciprocal of the marginal productivity of labour. Production at constant returns to scale corresponds to production at minimum average total cost. So our definition assures that Gossen's assumption of a constant output -labour time ratio is production at minimum average cost. Of course this goes well beyond Gossen's work, but this is very important to understand modern marginal analysis of labour values
properly.
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The quantity of a good produced, Q, is a function of labour time, L, capital, K, and land, T.
As we assume constant returns to scale, Euler's theorem applies and so we have
As the marginal productivities are assumed to be constant and the ratios of the quantities of the factors of production are necessarily also constant we get
We simplify to
Notice that the reciprocal of the marginal productivity of labour is 1/µ i and is the marginal labour value of a technical production function. The marginal pain function with the explicit argument of labour time is:
and this integrated gives the pain function:
Pain is an increasing function of labour time.
20 An article on this physiological, energetic aspect of the labour process is (Berthe & Renault, 2001 ). The physical aspect of labour and the marginalist revolution is also mentioned in chapter 12 of (Ayres, 1994) . This work is a good criticism of the intrinsic failures of a market system in contrast to Gossen's ultra-liberal position.
In order to get a relationship between pain and the good we use the technical production function at constant returns to scale.
Substituting labour time in the pain functions by using (13) we get the labour functions
And again we replace the constant parameters by the new terms
and the labour functions become
Differentiation yields the physiological marginal labour functions or marginal pain functions as functions of the goods 
IV. Gossen's Physiological Labour Theory of Value
Figures 1a and 1b show a marginal utility function and a marginal pain function for a good. The difference of the marginal pain function is simply that it also continues into the negative quadrant whereas the marginal utility function ends at the abscissae.
In order to easily equalize marginal utility and marginal pain, Gossen redefines pain as negative utility and so the marginal pain functions become upward sloping as we have defined them above.
Now the marginal pain function starts in the negative quadrant, pain being negative means it yields utility, it then reaches the abscissae and becomes positive that is it becomes pain. This is demonstrated in Figure 2 .
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The intersection of the two curves, where marginal utility equals marginal pain, represents the optimum point. If Robinson would produce more of the good, he would feel more pain from longer working and this additional pain would be greater than the additional utility gained from the greater 22 Gossen's presentation (Gossen, 1854, p. 41 ) is here more elegant than Jevons' (Jevons, (1871 (Jevons, ( ) 1965 .
quantity of the good produced.
When we interpret pain as labour proper and utility as value then marginal labour (labour per unit of the good) equals the marginal value (the price) of the good. Therefore, in the optimum we have the validity of the labour theory of value.
Mathematically, the problem is to optimize utility minus pain or net utility, U*.
max U *=U Q−B Q (21)
The First Order Condition to maximize net utility is:
and therefore
At the optimum amount produced, yielding the maximum net utility, the marginal utility is equal to marginal pain, and this is graphically the intersection of the marginal utility curve with the marginal pain curve, in other words the intersection of Gossen's demand with the supply curve. But it is clear that the subjectivist, individualistic character of the functions involved are not satisfactory for economic analysis and it remains to be shown how these functions can be used to derive objective functions which can be observed. We get a first hint of how to proceed, when we consider Robinson. When we asked Robinson to explain to us his utility preferences he would not be able to do so. But if we asked him in the following way: "How much more time would you be prepared to work for an additional unit of the good?", Robinson would well be able to give us a whole schedule of his preferences defined in units of marginal labour time. This gives us the perspective to replace the units of marginal utility of the vertical axis in the figures with marginal labour values of an objective kind derived from the production functions.
However, before we do this, we generalize the analysis above for many goods and enjoyments as Gossen has done also. In the analysis above we have presented the proof only for the case of one good, that is one enjoyment, but it is easy to extend it to the case of many goods and enjoyments.
Mathematically we simply index the functions involved. The net utility to be maximize is now a function of several goods:
The First Order Conditions to maximize net utility, U*, are:
Here we have the mathematical expression of Gossen's Fundamental Theorem. Graphically it is nothing else but the intersection points of all demand and supply curves: the solution of General Equilibrium. But here we are limited to the case of Robinson. And furthermore the assumptions of the utility functions are very restrictive: utility is cardinal, additive and independent and the functions are physiological, subjectivist. There is one very important point which has been overlooked by all the commentators: if wants are unlimited and i reaches infinity then there is necessarily a time constraint. Labour time is the ultimate constraint in economic activity because life time of humans is finite. This is why the labour theory of value is so important as it is this time constraint of human life which gives value to commodities.
That the bourgeoisie, who does not work, considers this as nonsense is obviously understandable but one must insist that it can live without working only, because it exploits the work (life time) of others. Now we shall analyse the optimum solution under conditions of labour time constraint before we introduce other factors of production and exploitation.
V. The Objective Labour Theory of Value
It is surprising that Gossen did not analyse the case under time constraint. For the case of enjoyments, ignoring the production of goods, he did analyse the impact of the time constraint.
Given that human wants are unlimited, there is never enough time to reach the optimal quantities of all goods as there is simply not enough labour time available. Labour time is the ultimate scarce resource and this changes the nature of the solutions fundamentally. Now, objectively measurable labour time becomes the price of a commodity; to be precise and this is really the most important aspect of the Marginalist Revolution in economics, it is marginal labour value which matters and not average labour value, which determines the price. The solution is straightforward. But first, we show the solution for the maximization of utility under time constraint, ignoring production.
The problem is to maximize total utility, U*, derived from several enjoyments subject to a time constraint, T.
We solve this problem with the Lagrange method. The Lagrangian is:
The First Order Conditions are
The δt/δQs are the reciprocals of the marginal intensities to consume of (3) and are constant, and the solution is
This is one version (in terms of utilities which is analogous to that in terms of pleasure) of Gossen's Second Law which can be expressed also with an amount of money as the budget constraint (then the δt/δQs have to be replaced by the prices): (Gossen, 1983, p. 14 (Gossen, 1854, p. 12) . It is easy to imagine how to apply this theorem to the problems of a student enjoying the hospitality of Heidelberg, its girls and wine bars.
In a similar manner we find the solution for the case of consumption and production under time constraint.
The Lagrangian is
We name the time constraint L 0 instead of T.
and this leads to
We now simplify the expressions by substituting marginal net utilities for the differences of marginal utilities and marginal pains,
, and for the technical marginal labour
, as defined in (11). From this we get
And therefore
From this the validity of the labour theory of value in a technical, objective sense follows as now the ratio of net marginal utilities equals the ratio of marginal labour values as obtained from the technical production functions.
To give it an even clearer expression we equalize the ratio of marginal net utilities with the ratio of prices,
.. , and write for the technical marginal labour values
The result is striking as Robinson optimises his net utility taking into account the pleasure of enjoyments of consuming as well as the sufferings of the pain it causes him to produce the goods and he evaluates the goods according to the marginal labour values necessary for their production.
These marginal labour values are the technically given ones based on the production functions.
The graphical demonstration shows this change from the subjective physiological solution to the objective technical solution most clearly. As marginal labour values are assumed to be constant (see (10) above) the supply curve becomes a horizontal line. In this case demand has no impact on the price and determines the optimal quantity only. But now we also have to develop a proper demand function for the good as the proper solution requires that the dimension of the vertical axis is now technical marginal labour value and not marginal utility or disutility.
The derivation of the demand curve is as follows: Robinson maximizes utility subject to a budget constraint. From (37) we know already that the prices are equal to marginal labour values (v i ). So we may express the budget constraint in terms of labour values. For simplicity we assume only 2 goods:
The Lagrangian for this problem is:
and the First Order Conditions are
By eliminating λ and resolving for Q 2 , then substituting the solution into the budget constraint and solving for v 1 one obtains the demand function
What matters is that we have now both functions, demand and supply functions expressed in terms of marginal labour values. The subjective notions of utility and pain have disappeared as this is shown in Figure 3 . 25 The derivation of the demand function is shown in the Appendix A. Now we understand why the bourgeois economists do not mention the Fundamental Theorem of Gossen. 26 It is very important to realize that this solution does not depend on a zero rate of interest as Kurz argues (Kurz, 2009, p. 485 ), as we are considering marginal labour values and these correspond to the dated quantities of labour in the context of a linear algebra analysis of an equilibrium system. Dated quantities of labour are calculated on the basis of the Sraffian inverse and not on the basis of the Leontief inverse (Hagendorf, 2008, p. 11 ff.) .
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Furthermore the result of our analysis is not limited to the case of fixed marginal labour values as in Gossen. If we allow for variable marginal labour values then the supply function becomes upward sloping. In any case we remain always in the positive quadrant.
It remains to be shown that the explicit introduction of other factors of production does not invalidate the labour theory of value.
VI. Gossen's Analysis of Rent
We get back to Gossen's physiological analysis of rent (Gossen, 1854, p. 102 ff.) , which is very much a Ricardian approach. Gossen distinguishes the location of production as a factor influencing the productivity of labour and those locations which enable a higher return to labour than others, be it through their natural properties or artificially improvements (investments), yield rents. The marginal location does not yield any rent.
We may use our functions defined above to provide a simple analysis. The same good can be produced at 2 locations which are unequally suitable for production. The utility function for the good is unique but the pain functions of production differ. It is clear that the Fundamental Theorem holds for both places but in the more suitable place net utility is greater and this difference of net utility, expressed in terms of the product or in terms of labour time, is the payable rent ('zahlbare Rente').
We denote with Q x * and Q y *, (Q x * > Q y *), the optimal quantities of one good to be produced on location x or alternatively on y. Net utility at y is the difference between utility derived from the quantity Q y and the pain suffered producing this quantity Q y .
and therefore for location y at the optimum quantity produced
The determination of the optimal quantity produced and the rent to be paid at x is almost identical but here we have to reduce the quantity constituting rent from the utility function.
Net utility for the worker at x is defined as
and must be equal to net utility at y
The two unknowns are the quantity to be produced at x, Q x and the payable rent, Q R , and they can be derived from the two equations (46) and (47). In particular from (47) follows that Gossen's hedonistic labour theory of value holds.
Figure 4 shows Gossen's rent analysis (Gossen, 1854, p. 103, Fig. 21) . The utility function is the same at two different places but their marginal pain functions differ. The distance aa' is the payable rent.
But now again we have to introduce the time constraint.
The Lagrangian for place x (and analogously for y) is
and for y
Using the same procedure as above to simplify the expression we introduce net utilities and the constants for marginal labour values and the First Order Conditions are respectively
The optimal quantities are determined solely by the average productivities c x and c y and the amount of labour time, L 0 . In (15) we have defined
We define c x = x s x ; c y = y s y and so we have
From the First Order Conditions (51) (assuming λ x = λ y ) we get
The calculation of the payable rent at x involves now an additional step. From the First Order Condition (51) and the optimal quantity produced at y (52) we can determine λ y . We equalize λ x with λ y and then we can determine the payable rent, Q R , at x so that the First Order Condition at x is satisfied. Equation ( In modern theory we would do the analysis as follows: There is a perfect competitive market for a commodity which has a price p. The productivity of marginal land is zero and the production function of the firms using marginal land ignores land altogether.
The optimal factor combination requires that the factor prices equal the value of their marginal product:
For firms using certain quantities of special land, T i , this land enters as a fixed constant into their production functions:
In their cost minimization problem enter also the factor prices for labour and capital, w and r K .
The Lagrangian is:
In this case the variables Q Ti , K, L and r Ti need to be determined.
Cost minimization will be at constant returns to scale and average cost will be equal to marginal cost, λ. and marginal cost equals price.
Notice in particular that
From Euler's theorem we have
This divided by L leads to (15).
The factor price for the land of type i is
The rent paid to i is
It is clear that this rent is not earned by labour but a monopoly price. It occurs because T i is fixed.
It's magnitude depends mainly on the degree of social development and this is one of the reasons to socialise natural resources and land in particular.
VII. Conclusions
The (Gossen, 1854, p. 50 ).
Appendix A: The Derivation of the Gossen Type Demand Function
The following procedure shows how the subjective utility function is used to derive a demand function with objective arguments for the determination of optimal price and quantity. For simplicity only 2 goods and a budget constraint are considered.
The Lagrangian for the maximization of utility, given the utility functions for 2 goods and a budget constraint with prices expressed in terms of marginal labour values, is:
The labour constraint, L 0 , is to be understood as "labour commanded" of the Classical economists.
One obtains it by dividing a given amount of money by the ruling wage rate. For Robinson there is no money and so his budget constraint must be expressed in labour units. For him this means that his actual labour time constraint must be increased by the amount of labour time which he can save using his capital equipment. It is a very interesting problem if for Robinson, in long term equilibrium, there is a positive cost of using his equipment. This is equivalent to the problem of Schumpeter's zero-rate-of-interest theorem for the stationary state.
We define the budget constraint as labour commanded, that is Robinson's actual labour time constraint plus the cost, in terms of labour time, of using his equipment in addition to depreciation cost, the First Order Conditions are or generally
A particularity of this Gossen type demand function is that it is not invertible which means it is somewhere backward bending. In Figure 3 (page 22) this has been left out of the range.
Appendix B: Gossen's View on Value in Economics (See also Footnote 3, p. 3)
"Whoever has occupied himself with economics of the least scientific coloration knows that the disparate results obtained by various economists in their conclusions are merely the consequences of disparate definitions of value, and that in this science the endless number of controversies on this topic is the result of an equal variety of concepts of value. If I were to attempt to clarify the distinctions between these definitions, I would find myself involved in unlimited diffuseness since there is no good reason to give any one of these concepts a definite preference. Therefore, I will, limit myself here to calling attention to the following point: According to my views of the external world, there exists nothing to which a so-called absolute value may be attributed.
This is contrary to what is now assumed more or less explicitly by economists, for whom every object is conceived as having some definite inherent value. Nothing has induced more unfortunate regulations than this fiction of an absolute value. The cause for all this undoubtedly has been the fact without the assumption of [an absolute] value, value seems to become subject to such tremendous fluctuations that it would appear difficult to make practical use of the term. In the matter of value, economists have found themselves in a still worse situation than the mathematicians were in regard to so many forces of nature before the invention of differential and integral calculus. Not only does mathematical analysis per se cause insuperable difficulties for most economists, but here they would have been obliged to work with a magnitude that constantly keeps changing in their hands and that would therefore slip too frequently away from them or disintegrate into nothing just when they thought they had taken hold of it. It was believed that one could overcome this elusiveness of value if one could postulate an absolute value. If such an absolute value existed, it would indeed simplify all calculations. It is regrettable, therefore, that such an absolute value does not exist and that all calculations without exception by economists have ended in error. It was believed that absolute vale was determined by making inherent physical characteristics of objects an integral part of the concept of value -namely, those physical characteristics that render objects capable of satisfying pleasure to some significant degree, either directly or indirectly. Examples are food, wool, and, above all, gold and silver. In the pampas around Buenos Aires, however, the cattlemen let most of the meat rot, even though it contains all the same good qualities that give value to meat in our land. They are fully aware of these qualities, yet they let it rot and raise cattle only for the hides, horns, and hoofs. New settlers in North America, while fully aware of the qualities of wood, devote a great deal of effort to the destruction of whole forests. Also, Robinson, in full awareness of the qualities of gold, kicked in disgust a nugget he found. All this is perfectly comprehensible in terms of the situation just described, but could never occur if an absolute value were inherent in these objects. Indeed, it is a phenomenon of the greatest frequency, which could not go unnoticed, that (Gossen, 1983, pp. 54, 55; Gossen,1854, pp. 46, 47) .
